IDR status at IETF 108

• Status message –
  – Update within 2 weeks after shepherds reports completed
  – List of requests for WG LCs or Adoption from meeting will be sent immediately after meeting
  – BGP Yang document starting WG LC

• Interims for longer discussions in September + October
  – BGP autoconf
  – Flow-specification NG -
  – tunnel-encap+: RFC6514 + new tunnel types
  – IPSec Security Association data in BGP (IETF 105 follow-up)
  – Other topics?

Chairs will contact authors/design team to schedule interims
What If ... Meetecho

• Can’t get audio/video to work – 2 options
  – We’ll add you to “hot topics” or topics interim
  – Make a video and send to list
• Didn’t get a spot
  – We’ll add you to “hot topics” or topics interim
• Couldn’t make a comment via audio
  – Use the chat, we’ll copy chat log and send to list
• Could not hear the presenter
  – Try YouTube Video
  – Ask presenter to make a YouTube video to share
• Could not help with meeting minutes
  – Volunteer for interim minute taking (smile)

Summary – Interims + YouTube Video links to list